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Francophone land settlement in southwestern
Saskatchewan: homestead choices of French
speaking settlers in the Gravelbourg-Meyronne
area
Beckey Hamilton, University of Regina
Abstract: During the late 1800s and early 1900s, several thousand Francophones
migrated to Western Canada. While there are several studies on the history of this
migration, few have considered their land settlement pattern, especially the
settlement choices of individual homesteaders. This paper presents some
preliminary results in a study of Francophone land settlement in southwestern
Saskatchewan. While early French speaking homesteaders in the GravelbourgMeyronne area frequently chose the best available land, several factors influenced
homestead selection including proximity to water, access to a limited amount of
bush, proximity to relatives, friends, acquaintances, countrymen and previous
neighbours. The land chosen and the factors considered varied for each settler.
The role of the priest, Father Gravel, complicated any evaluation of land selection.
He advised and reserved land for an unknown number of settlers, and suggested
that others file ‘blind’.
Key words: Saskatchewan, Francophone, Gravelbourg, land settlement,
homesteaders

Introduction
Several thousand Francophones migrated to western Canada during
the late 1800s and early 1900s. Most settled together, in rural areas, where
they established Catholic parishes. Schlichtmann (1977) has argued that
ethnic groups often displayed characteristics which distinguished them
from their neighbours and which contributed to spatial differentiation of
the earth’s surface. This uniqueness was expressed in locational behaviour
such as preference for specific types of settlement areas, or in individual
and group distributions. Schlichtmann (1977, 10) further remarked that
“Geographic research seeks to show why, to what extent, and how spatial
concentrations of people of shared ethnicity developed just where they
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did, ...research is concerned with location at the individual and group
levels.” Others have researched the land settlement decisions of members
of various ethnic groups on the Canadian prairies including Anglophones
(Richtik 1985), Icelanders (Richtik 1986), Germans and Scandinavians
(Boyd 1989), Scots (Lewry 1986) and Ukrainians (Lehr 1985). By contrast,
Francophone land settlement has not been considered. One objective of
this paper is to determine if Francophone settlers within the GravelbourgMeyronne bloc settlement displayed unique locational behaviour and to
suggest some factors that contributed to any unique settlement patterns.

Literature Review
Many have researched the history of Francophone migration to western
Canada; fewer have investigated this group’s pattern of land settlement.
At a continental scale Trudel (1961) mapped the expansion and contraction
of French Canadians in North America until Confederation in 1867.
Frémont (1959), Bédard (1979) and Old (1980) mapped the location of
historical French towns and villages in Saskatchewan. Fung’s (1999) maps
outlined the location of Francophone and other ethnic bloc settlements in
the province, but did not show the distribution of members of this group
with in these settlements. Morisette (1970) mapped the locations of
individual French-origin settlers who had patent land in colonies established
by Monsignor Jean Gaire in southeastern Saskatchewan. He focused on
the efforts of Monsignor Gaire to establish the settlements and on the
surrounding of the colonies by those of other backgrounds, rather than on
factors influencing the locations of individual homesteads. In contrast,
this paper presents some preliminary findings in a study of Francophone
land settlement in southwestern Saskatchewan and focuses on settlement
in the Gravelbourg, Lafleche and Meyronne area.

Study Area
The chosen area (Figure 1) approximates that of the GravelbourgMeyronne settlement bloc identified in the Atlas of Saskatchewan (Fung
1999). Four Francophone settlements were planned within this bloc.
Gravelbourg was initially to cover townships ten and eleven, ranges four
and five, Lafleche, townships eight and nine, ranges four and five. West
Gravelbourg was located on township nine, range six. Le Pinto, later named
Meyronne, was originally planned for township eight ranges six, seven
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Figure 1: Location of the Gravelbourg-Meyronne area.

and eight, but was soon reduced to township eight, range seven, all west
of the third meridian (NAC 1908, 1909). A few townships surrounding
the bloc settlement were included if there was a significant number of
French-speaking homesteaders, and if the township was not better included
in another Francophone bloc settlement1 .

Sources and Method
Homesteaders were identified using the Department of the Interior’s
Township Registers and Homestead files2 . Several sources were used to
identify Francophone settlers. Family names served as a guideline3 , but
they proved insufficient for mapping individual settlers. Some settlers
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whose last names appeared to be French in fact had other backgrounds,
such as George Marquis, the son of an Englishman, John Marquis (SAS
Homestead files 1772232 and 1782862). A few lists were available: one
compiled by Father Gravel, another of Francophones at Lafleche. Both
were incomplete and inaccuracies were found in Father Gravel’s list (SHSB
c.1910; Anonymous n.d., 14-15). Birthplaces of settlers, determined from
homestead files and local histories also served as a guide. However, several
non-Francophones were born in French areas, such as Québec-born John
McDonald who settled south of Lafleche, or Harvey Gibson who
homesteaded southwest of Gravelbourg (SAS Homestead files 1772628,
1778300, 2240007 and 3021447). At the same time, many Francophones
were born outside of French areas in the United States, Ontario or Manitoba.
However, they were often sons of Québec-born homesteaders who also
took up land in the settlement. This allowed their origins to be traced
back to Québec. A few settlers of non-French origin and with family names
reflecting other ethnic backgrounds were identified as Francophone by
secondary sources. Like the Ross family that settled at Gravelbourg, Arthur
Smith’s family had likely been in Québec for so long that it had assimilated
into French Canadian culture4 . Additional problems arose in identifying
French-origin settlers from the United States as Francophone. Taped
interviews and letters demonstrated that there had been different degrees
of assimilation, especially among those born in the United States5 .
Furthermore, some Francophones in the United States anglicised their
names, making it difficult to identify them6 .
Birthplaces and last residences of Francophone settlers were
determined using homestead files and local histories7 . Taped interviews,
genealogies, church papers and letters sent to Father Gravel provided
additional information on the pre-settlement locations of a limited number
and added information about the context of this settlement.

Physical Geography
The Gravelbourg-Meyronne area lies within the Old Wives Plain.
Soils in this region are among the best in southwestern Saskatchewan.
The heavy clay loam of the Sceptre Association, found near Gravelbourg,
is the most productive soil type in the brown soil zone. Topography changes
from relatively flat at Gravelbourg, to rolling heading south to Lafleche.
Haverhill soils predominate in the northern part of the Lafleche settlement.
Although inferior on rolling land, when found on level land, such as that
south of Lafleche, Haverhill soils are second to Sceptre soils in productivity.
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However, they lack the moisture holding capacity of Sceptre soils, are
susceptible to leaching, and are often stony. Sandy loam of the Hatton
Association is found further west in the Meyronne area, especially south
of the town. This soil’s sandy nature limits its moisture holding capacity,
resulting in little resistance to drought and drifting. It is possible to obtain
good crops on such soils in years with above average precipitation; however
poor crops or even total failures occur when precipitation is insufficient
(Loveridge and Potyondi 1983, 42; Mitchell et al.1987, 54-58, 67-71, 7376).
Using Köppen’s classification, climate in southwestern Saskatchewan
is classified as moist mid-latitude steppe. Moisture, rather than
temperature, limits agriculture. Mean monthly temperatures peak in July
at 18° to 19 °C, and drop to their minimum in January at -13° to -15°C.
Although precipitation is greatest during the summer, high temperatures
and frequent winds from the southwest result in excessive potential
evapotranspiration compared to precipitation, and large water deficits
(Longley 1972, 24, 72; Fung 1999, 18, 99-100).
The natural vegetation of southwestern Saskatchewan has been
described as mixed grass prairie. Wheatgrass and speargrass are the most
common species found. Blue grama grass is less common except on very
droughty soil. Sages and common cacti are also frequently found (Watts
1959, 34-35; Padbury and Acton 1994). Surveyors’ field notes indicate
that prior to settlement prairie dominated in all townships in the
Gravelbourg-Meyronne area. A very limited amount of bush, including
willow, maple, cherry and thorn was found along the Wood River. Although
insufficient for building, this provided fuel for settlers in the Gravelbourg
area. Elsewhere, they had to travel to Wood Mountain for coal (ISCR
Surveyors’ Field Notebooks). Surveyors also mentioned the presence of
antelope, jackrabbits, ducks, chickens and deer within the study area.
However, some of them stated that game was not plentiful (ISCR Surveyors’
Field Notebooks).

Historical Background: Francophone Settlement in
Southwestern Saskatchewan
Early Francophone settlers in southwestern Saskatchewan were French
and Michif-speaking Métis, mostly from the Red River area in Manitoba
(Lalonde and Lapointe 2000, 16). They came, beginning in 1856, because
of a decline in the bi-annual Red River buffalo hunt coincident with
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increased trade for buffalo robes. Many more arrived in 1869-1870 pushed
by near annual drought, declining crop yields, failure of the Red River
hunt and concern with repercussions from the Red River Resistance
(Rondeau 1923, 29; Ens 1989, 107-108, 220). Temporary wintering
settlements were established at Wood Mountain/Willow Bunch, and later
at Cypress Hills, Lac Pelletier and along the Frenchman River, near what
is now Val Marie (Lalonde and Lapointe 2000, 16).
At this time, still clouded by its negative image as the northern
extension of the Great American Desert, southwestern Saskatchewan
remained largely uninhabited by those of European descent (Ennis 1977,
17). However, by the late 1870s, ranchers were attracted to the area as
they participated in the expansion of the ‘ranching empire’ from Texas
across the American plains and into the southern prairies of Alberta and
Saskatchewan (Breen 1983, 4). Severe winters in 1903-1904 and in 19061907, declining cattle prices, a world-wide recession, a final end to closed
leases in 1896, and an amendment to the Dominion Lands Act in 1908
allowing a 160 acre pre-emption in addition to a homestead led to a decline
in ranching (Lambrecht 1991, 39; Potyondi 1995, 56-57). A wet cycle
persisting through most of the first decade of the twentieth century
promoted grain farming in areas which were previously considered
marginal for agriculture and led to a southwesterly direction in the
expansion of settlement (McCormick 1977, 163).
Until this time, few had chosen to homestead in southwestern
Saskatchewan. There were few positive references to the region and most
intending settlers headed to other, apparently more fertile areas (Ennis
1977, 22). Yet, for the French Catholic clergy in western Canada, the limited
settlement was ideal. Although initially preferring bloc settlements, by
the early 1900s they were attempting to form a chain of smaller, though
solid, group settlements. They hoped that with high birth rates, further
immigration and subsequent acquisition of land owned by other groups,
the small settlements would eventually be linked (Painchaud 1976, 3;
Lalonde 1983, 493).
However, fewer came than the clergy had hoped. Although farms
were small in Quebec, France and Belgium, many opted for opportunities
in urban centres within their own, or in nearby countries, or chose migration
to the United States rather than to western Canada. Those promoting
immigration to the prairies faced opposition from the government, various
societies and local Catholic clergy, particularly in France and in Québec.
Also, they had to counteract the image of western Canada as a cold place
of hardship where one would not likely succeed8 .
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The Gravelbourg-Meyronne Area
In September 1906, Archbishop Adelard Langevin authorised Father
Louis Pierre Gravel to establish a parish at a location of his choosing,
though he recommended the Gravelbourg area (SAR 1906; Hébert 1965,
17). Earlier, a few colonists had followed the advice of Willow Bunch
priest, Alphonse Lemieux, and Métis living in the area, that they would
find fertile, flat land, and some bush, at ‘La Vieille’ rather than hilly land
like at Willow Bunch. They soon squatted at what would become
Gravelbourg. When Father Gravel first came to the area, he found these
colonists settled and Monsignor Marie Albert Royer recruiting for a colony.
The wealthy Gravel family’s influence and instructions from Archbishop
Adelard Langevin forced Albert Royer to relocate. He eventually founded
Notre Dame d’Auvergne, today Ponteix, while Gravel began sending
colonists to ‘La Vieille’, for land in four townships reserved for
Francophone settlers (Royer c. 1918/1919, 8; ‘Un Ancien’ 1920, 36-37;
Auclair n.d., 45, 51; Lapointe 1987, 38-39; Wilhelm 1990, 129).
In 1907, Father Louis Pierre Gravel was appointed repatriation agent
for the federal government. He was to encourage French Canadians living
in the United States to return to Canada (NAC 1907). To this end he
advertised in newspapers in Québec and in the New England States: Le
Canada, La Presse, La Patrie, L’Étoile, Le Witness, L’Avenir de
Manchester, and Le Record (NAC Parks Canada; SAR 1909a). He gave
speeches in Québec and in Franco-American centres, (NAC n.d., Weekly
Reports) and published two brochures promoting colonisation: Le Pays
des Bles d’Or (The Land of Golden Wheat) and La Saskatchewan
(Saskatchewan) (Tessier 1974, 18). Although his numbers may be
questioned, Reverend Gravel claimed to have attracted over 10,000 French
Canadians, many from the United States, to southwestern Saskatchewan9 .
Two other colonies were established in the Gravelbourg-Meyronne
bloc settlement10 . After leaving Gravelbourg, Albert Royer explored the
area around the confluence of Pinto Horse Creek and Wood River. He
noted that while the land was rolling, hills were only steep near the river,
and the land was cultivable. Monsignor Royer directed a group of settlers
who were not satisfied at Gravelbourg to this area where they formed a
settlement known as ‘Buffalo Head’, the precursor of Lafleche (Royer
1908, 6).
In 1908, pioneers Benjamin Soury-Lavergne and Marcel Dugas left
Gravelbourg to look for homesteads adjacent to a projected railway. They
searched for two weeks but saw nothing to their liking until they found
good land two to three miles north of Pinto Horse Creek. The new residents
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of the area later attracted Reverend Jules Bois from France; he became
their parish priest at Meyronne (SAR 1934, 57-59; Soury Lavergne n.d.,
n.p.).

Land Settlement
Other homesteaders soon followed the initial settlers at Gravelbourg,
Lafleche and Meyronne. Many Francophones squatted before the land
was surveyed, at Gravelbourg, and to a lesser extent at Lafleche (Figure
2). Chi-square tests (Table 1) show that Francophone squatters at
Gravelbourg chose the best quality, class 211 land, more frequently than
expected, while they avoided class 3 and class 4 land. Squatters at
Gravelbourg, especially those from France, clustered around the group
initially brought by Reverend Albert Royer. This group gathered near his
proposed church on section 14-10-5-3. Another group formed near the
initial settlement in the area known as Gauthierville on section NE32-104-312 . Others settled throughout the four townships of the Gravelbourg
colony, although they avoided the rolling land in the southwest corner of
the settlement.
Although too few quarters were claimed by Francophone squatters at
Lafleche to conduct chi-square analysis, early Francophone settlers here
too displayed a preference for the best land: 85.71% of the quarters chosen
were class 3 land, 7.14% class 4 land and 4.14% class 6 land; no class 5
land was selected. They avoided rolling land north of Lafleche and class
5 land east of the town. Francophone squatters did not specifically locate
near the proposed railway13 . On the contrary, there was a tendency to

Table 1: Land claimed by Francophone settlers at
Gravelbourg.
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Figure 2: Francophone squatters at Lafleche and Gravelbourg.

settle near family members, acquaintances or those who had previously
resided in a common location.
Land in the area was surveyed in 1908. Most squatters filed for their
claimed homestead quarter, though many selected a new pre-emption. Like
those who had squatted, and as shown in Table 2, Francophone settlers
frequently selected the best available land. Rolling land in the
southwest corner of the Gravelbourg settlement and North of Lafleche, as
well as sandy land south of Meyronne was avoided. Clustering was most
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Table 2: Land entered by Francophone settlers in 1908:

evident at Gravelbourg; non-Francophone settlers took only a few quarters
around the edge of the settlement. Smaller groups were present at Lafleche
and Meyronne.
Difference in the size of the settlements may be partially explained
by the reservation of the four townships, yet specifics relating to this reserve
are unknown and a few non-Francophones filed as early as 1908. Also,
requests to Father Gravel for information about settling in southwestern
Saskatchewan suggest that Gravelbourg soon acquired a reputation: many
asked about settling in Gravelbourg rather than elsewhere (SAR 1908b,
1908c). As an immigration officer at Moose Jaw, Alphonse Gravel directed
Francophones to Mortlach, then south to French colonies (SAR 1909b).
Letters in the Fonds Famille Gravel tell of some settlers who were attracted
by advertising, while others followed friends, acquaintances and relatives.
It is also difficult to assess how well the results of the chi-square test
reflect any ability of these settlers to select good land. The earliest
homesteaders in all three settlements chose homesteads generally
surrounded by good land: others may have simply settled near them. Written
evidence suggests that other physical features, especially access to the
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limited amount of wood and water were desired, and influenced the choices
of some settlers. For example, Mr. Beaubien selected land by the river to
have wood and water (SAR c.1966). J.B. Delbrouck wrote to Father Gravel
requesting assistance in finding land that was near wood and water; being
near a railway apparently did not matter so long as he could hope that one
would soon be built:
Je vous serais infiniment reconnaissant de bien vouloir me
dire ou je pourrais trouver un bon homestead ainsi qu’une
préemption; cela ne me ferait pas trop d’être quelque peu
éloigné des lignes de chemin de fer actuelles, si je pouvais
espérer qu’il s’en constuirait de nouvelles assez proches des
terres à prendre. J’aimerais assez ne pas être trop éloigné
du bois et que l’eau ne soit pas trop difficile a trouver. Si
possible (SAR 1909c, 910).
I would be infinitely thankful if you would tell me where I
could find a good homestead and pre-emption; it is fine with
me if I am somewhat away from current railways, if I can
hope that new ones will be built close to the available land. I
would like to be not far from wood, and would like it if water
were not difficult to find. If possible.

Surprisingly, land near the river, and land with some bush was not
always the first to be taken. Families and acquaintances often chose land
within the same colony and at times settled on adjacent quarters (Figure
3). For example, Zenon Desrosiers asked Father Gravel to reserve adjacent
quarters for himself and a friend (SAR 1908d). Raoul Bourgeois later
wrote that his uncle, Ulric Bourgeois, had arrived at Gravelbourg with a
group of friends. They subsequently chose land within the same region.
Raoul’s brother followed the next year and also selected a nearby quarter:
Quelques-uns de ses amis étaient Hormidas Boutin, Alex
Samoisette, Amedée Lorrain, Sylva Bourgeois et Hector
Pinsonneault qui étaient arrivés avec lui. Tous ses amis
prenaient du terrain dans les mêmes environs et sont toujours
demeurés bons amis. Son frère, Aimé, arrivait en 1909 pour
se situer sur une terre près d’Ulric (Gravelbourg Historical
Society 1987, 262).
Hormidas Boutin, Alex Samoisette, Amedee Lorrain, Sylva
Bourgeois and Hector Pinsonneault were among the friends
who arrived with him. All of his friends took land in the
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same area and always remained good friends. His brother,
Aime, arrived in 1909 and took land near Ulric’s.

Some settled adjacent to their countrymen or near those who had
previously resided in the same location (Figures 4 and 5). In both cases,
proximity to family, friends or countrymen at times outweighed land quality,
provided poor quality land was recognised. However, the mobility of the
Francophones meant that maps of settlement by birthplace or by last
residence sometimes obscured links between family members and
acquaintances.
The unknown number of Francophones who had requested Father
Gravel’s assistance in choosing land further complicated analysis of land
selection14 . For example, Joseph Cormier wrote to Father Gravel on August
7th, 1907:
J’ai appris par plusieurs que vous aviez du terrain en main
pour former un settlement canadien je m’adresse à vous pour
m’en garder un morceau soit que vous choississez vous-même
le terrain ou que vous faites visiter quelqu’un je vous paierez
ce que ça vaudra. Veuillez m’écrire aussitôt que possible
j’irai moi même voir cela (SAR 1907a).
I’ve heard from many that you have land to form a Canadien
settlement I’m writing you to have land saved for me, either
that you choose the land or that you have someone visit it I
will pay what it is worth. Please write as soon as possible I
will go and see it.

Another prospective colonist, Louis Tessier, wrote on September 30th,
1907:
voudrier vous avoir la bonté de voir me prendre une
homestead. je vien de voyage et j’ai entendu parler que vous
en arrier an main voyez s’il vous plair enprendre un pour
moi sur le rang 4 et je consen a payer votre commision comme
les autres faite moi reponse au plustot possible (SAR 1907b).
would you be good enough to take a homestead for me. i
returned from a trip and I heard that you had some in hand
would you take one for me on range 4 I will pay you
commission as the others are please respond as soon as
possible.
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Figure 3: Family links between Francophone homesteaders in the Lafleche
Settlement.
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Figure 4: Birth places of initial Francophone settlers.
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Figure 5: Last residences of initial Francophone settlers.
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Later accounts also indicate that Father Gravel was involved in
selecting land with the colonists. For example, Raymond Bourgeois wrote
that Louis Pierre Gravel had assisted his father, Tancrede,
En 1906, papa se rendit à Moose Jaw, où avec l’aide du bon
Père Gravel, il choisit une bonne terre tout près du site de la
future ville de Gravelbourg (Gravelbourg Historical Society
1987, 261).
In 1906, father went to Moose Jaw, where, aided by the good
Father Gravel, he chose good land close to the future site of
the town of Gravelbourg.

Father Gravel was involved in selecting land for another group. In
1909 Arsene Bouvier, his brother, Alcime, his father Pierre, a friend Moise
Douville and his sister Marie Rose investigated settlement possibilities in
the Meyronne area, then,
The following year, 1910, Arsene returned to Saskatchewan
with his father, Alcime and Honore and Moise Douville. On
Father Gravel’s recommendation, they homesteaded each a
quarter section together eight miles north of Meyronne in a
part of the country later known as ‘Bouvierville’ (Gravelbourg
Historical Society 1987, 268).

Other Francophones filed ‘blind’. Choosing good land in this situation
may have been luck as much as anything. For instance, Irene Himbeault
later wrote that her father, Joseph Chouinard, arrived at Moose Jaw and
selected a quarter on a large map in the Dominion Lands office. After a
trip to this sandy quarter section south of Lafleche, he returned to Moose
Jaw intending to exchange it. En route, he met Mr. Ross who directed him
to file for an available quarter two to three miles south of his own place
(Gravelbourg Historical Society 1987, 307). In fact, Father Gravel
counselled some Francophones to file ‘blind’ with little information about
the land. For example, J.B. Delbrouck wrote Father Gravel that he was
concerned about Gravel’s suggestion of filing without first seeing the land.
However, he trusted Gravel to select good land for him:
J’ai bien reçu votre lettre du 21 janvier dernier ainsi que la
carte que vous avez bien voulu m’envoyer. Vous me conseillez
de faire application de suite sans aller voir les terres, mais
c’est que déja une fois je l’ai fait et j’ai eu a m’en repentir:
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un individu avait pris une grande quantité de homesteads on pouvait faire application pour d’autres en ce temps - et
sur sa parole je suis parti avec tout un stock et j’avais une
terre inhabitable; resultat cinq cents dollars perdus. Vous ne
me dites pas quelles espèces de terres sont ces homesteads.
Sont-ce des terres à blé? Y a-t-il du foin? Je suppose puisque
vous m’envoyez là que vous devez connaitre celà. Comme
j’ai déja eu un homestead et que j’ai un permi d’entreprendre
un, ne pensez vous pas que vous pourriez faire application
sur deux quarts pour moi? Cela m’exempterais le voyage à
Moose Jaw; Je vous enverrais ce permis et tous les
renseignements voulus ainsi que l’argent (SAR 1909d, 902903).
I received the letter and the map you sent on January 21st.
You advised me to apply immediately without going to see
the land, but I have already done this once and lived to regret
it: someone took a large number of homesteads - we could
apply for others at that time - and on his word I left with
much stock and I had uninhabitable land; result the loss of
five hundred dollars. You do not tell me what kind of land
these homesteads are. Is it wheat land? Is there hay? I assume
that since you are sending me there you know this. As I’ve
already had a homestead and have a permit to take another,
do you not think that you could apply for two quarters for
me? This would save me the trip to Moose Jaw; I will send
you the permit and all information needed as well as the
money.

Finally, not all could apply for the land they desired; for example
Zenon Desrosiers was likely told that he would have to apply in a township
adjacent to that which he preferred. On July 9th, 1908, he wrote,
Je désire de prendre un homestead à la rivière la vieille s’il
vous plait je vous demande de entrer mon nom sur le Town
10, r4 sec. 24 3ième méridien la ½ sec. du Sud Ouest et Sud
Est, veille s’il vous plait de mettre mon nom pour le quart
Sud Ouest, et le Sud Est pour mon ami Rudolphe Hardor [?]
et si par lors cette demi section est demandé avant nous bien
je vous prie de me réserve deux quarts sur la section la plus
proche et naturellement on désire que vous nous réserve du
bon terrain ... nous désirons beaucoup de nous établir ici
dans [?] dans une Colonie Canadiens et Catholique, et
autrement si nous reussissons pas à prendre du terrain dans
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votre colonie à la rivière la vieille que vous être à l’oeuvre de
fonder, et bien nous nous retourneront dans la P Quebec notre
place natale (SAR 1908d).
I would like to take a homestead at Old Wives River I ask you
to please enter my name on the south half of township 10,
range 4, section 24 west of the 3rd meridian, would you please
enter my name for the southwest quarter and the southeast is
for my friend Rudolphe Hardor [?] and if by chance this half
section has already been requested I ask you to reserve two
quarters for me on the closest section and naturally we ask
you to reserve good land ... we would really like to establish
ourselves here in a Canadien, Catholic Colony, and otherwise
if we do not manage to take land in your colony, the one
which you are founding, at Old Wives River, then we will
return to Quebec, our birthplace.

A note scribbled on this letter indicated that land was to be reserved
in township 11, range 5, rather than in township 10, range 4, as requested.
However, homestead records indicate that Zenon Desrosiers never patented
land in western Canada (SAR Township Registers; http://www.archives.ca).

Conclusions
Several intertwined factors influenced Francophone land settlement
decisions. French-speaking, Catholic priests sought to establish solid,
stable bloc settlements where the French language, culture, and the Catholic
religion might be preserved. They selected areas with few other settlers,
where they believed the land was good (Royer 1908, 6). They recognized
the importance of locating where farmers might prosper in order to build
stable settlements and preserve culture. However, they avoided good
farming areas if others were already there. As a result, colonies were not
always optimally located. In contrast, individual settlers who chose
homesteads at locations where colonies later developed made decisions
on economic bases: they attempted to select good farmland, relatively
close to existing or projected railways. Presence of other settlers was not
influential.
Colonising missionary priests recruited in Québec, in the United States
and in French speaking areas in Europe. They were challenged by the
decisions of those who saw better opportunities in urban centres or in the
United States. Also, particularly in Québec and in France, governments,
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the church, newspapers and other members of the elite discouraged
migration. Frequently, they promoted a negative image of western Canada.
Also, concern over a treeless environment, and the limited amount of water
available deterred potential migrants, particularly those who were
considering southwestern Saskatchewan. Some Catholic clergy in Québec,
such as curé Labelle, suggested that Québecois who wanted to move to
the United States, because of the difficulty involved in clearing land to
start farming in Québec, consider migrating to the western prairies where
trees would not be an obstacle (Lalonde 1979, 168). Nevertheless, priests
in southwestern Saskatchewan had to promote the idea of farming in a
treeless area. In particular, they mentioned that the land, although treeless,
was fertile and that other sources of fuel were available (Anonymous 1903,
269-270). Areas with some bush, like Gravelbourg, were attractive.
The numerous letters written to Father Louis Pierre Gravel requesting
information about homesteading in western Canada are indicative of the
influence of this priest in attracting settlers. However, like several other
groups, processes of chain migration influenced Gravelbourg’s
development15 . Examples such as that of Ulric Bourgeois demonstrate
how communication between those settled and others still in the homeland
led to chain migration and growth of Francophone colonies. Many were
attracted to these colonies where they understood that institutions had
been developed that would enable them to retain their culture, and settle
alongside other Francophones, friends and family.
Many factors influenced individual homestead selection within the
colonies. Letters to Father Gravel, such as those by J.B. Delbrouck and
by Zenon Desrosiers, demonstrated interest in obtaining good land. Most
Francophone homesteaders chose good land. Often, homesteads were
selected near others born or last resident in similar areas, or near family or
acquaintances. However, family members did not always choose adjacent
quarter sections. Groups based on common origins and last residence
remained small. The role of Father Gravel in reserving land and advising
settlers in homestead selection, especially in the Gravelbourg area,
complicates evaluation of homestead choices. The extent of his influence
in land selection is unknown, particularly outside the Gravelbourg
settlement, though evidence suggests that he did play a role in establishing
several other Francophone colonies in southwestern Saskatchewan.
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Notes
1

This method for establishing boundaries for an ethnic block settlement has been
used by Wonders (1980).
2
Township registers and homestead files have frequently been used in studies of
land settlement on the Canadian prairies (e.g., Lewry 1986 or Boyd 1989).
3
French family names were identified using Dauzat and Marlet (1987) and Dionne
(1914). Family names have been used before for identifying Francophone
migrants and settlers (Vicero 1968).
4
The English-origin Ross family had settled at Rimouski after William Ross was
granted land for service in the 78th regiment during the taking of Louisbourg
and Quebec in 1759 and in the American Revolution (Gravelbourg Historical
Society 1987, 593-594). Both Joseph and Pierre Ross appeared on a list of
Francophones whom Father Gravel claimed to have enticed to settle in
Saskatchewan (SHSB c.1910). Father Royer later described Mr. Ross as a
good Francophone in spite of his name (Royer c.1918/1919, n.p.). In a taped
interview with Rene Smith, Arthur Smith is described as Francophone (SAR
1973a). He also appears as ‘French’ on a list of Meyronne settlers classified
according to nationality (Therens 1955, n.p.).
5
Most prospective settlers living in the United States but of French origin who
requested information from Reverend Louis Pierre Gravel wrote in French.
But, a Mr. Beauchamp in Devil’s Lake, North Dakota wrote that while Father
Gravel had sent his father, Emile Beauchamp information on settling in
southwestern Saskatchewan, he, Emile’s son, needed information in English
since he did not read French (SAR 1908a). A Mr. Bourassa who settled at
Lafleche told of speaking mainly English in St John, North Dakota (SAR 1973b).
6
Francophone names were sometimes changed by record-keepers in the United
States (Poteet 1987, 318). In other, but less frequent, cases, Francophones in
the United States anglicised their own names in an attempt to integrate into
American society. These voluntary name changes may be viewed as evidence
of assimilation (Lambert 1987, 319; Poteet 1987, 318). For example,
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“Durocher” was changed to “Stone”, while “Lamontagne” was sometimes
changed to “Lamountain”, “Longtagne” or “Mountaine” (Forget 1987).
7
Homestead files and local histories have been used to identify previous residences
of English Canadians who settled in Saskatchewan (Widdis 1992).
8
Ennis (1977) for example, summarises various factors influencing Francophone
migration to western Canada. Silver (1969) and Lalonde (1979) have researched
attitudes of the Québecois elite regarding migration to western Canada.
9
A list of settlers whom Reverend Louis Pierre Gravel claimed to have attracted
to southwestern Saskatchewan was found in the Fonds Langevin. However, a
letter from Archbishop Langevin indicated that other priests, Reverends
Lemieux, Magnan, Bois, Royer, Dufresne, Jayet and Woodcutter claimed to
have attracted the same settlers. Further verification of this list showed that
some settlers were not of French origin, while later accounts by some of the
settlers suggested that they had come independently, and had never been in
contact with Louis Pierre Gravel (SHSB c.1910, 1911a, 1911b).
10
The colony at West Gravelbourg would remain small and was eventually known
as Woodrow (Barry 1998, 394).
11
Land classes are based on the Canada Land Inventory Soil Capability for
Agriculture maps (1967).
12
Both of these sites were proposed for the centre and church in the colony. The
decision to locate the church and the town on NE36-10-5-3 and SE1-11-5-3
was controversial and influenced by the Gravel family: Father Gravel’s brother,
Emile owned SE1-11-5-3. As a result, the town was unusually located: away
from the river and on marshy land. Later accounts suggest that in the early
years at times there were two to three foot deep sloughs in the town during the
spring (Royer c.1918/1919, n.p.; Auclair n.d., 63; SAR 1977, 1980).
13
There is no indication that a railway was planned at Gravelbourg. Father Gravel
made great efforts to attract both the CNR and the CPR to the town, appearing
before the Railways Commission in 1910, writing to William White of the
CPR and to Mr. Burns, locating engineer of the CNR on several occasions, and
touring Mr. Burns through the area. In spite of his efforts, only the Canadian
National built through Gravelbourg; the Canadian Pacific followed its previously
planned route arriving in both Lafleche and Meyronne in 1913. However, Father
Gravel was credited with bringing the CNR to Gravelbourg (SHSB 1910, 1911c;
NAC 1911; Drake 1950; Anonymous 1979, n.p.).
14
One later account suggests that all land within the French colony at Gravelbourg
had to be taken through Father Gravel, rather than the Department of the Interior.
Although this was not confirmed, some prospective settlers wrote Gravel
requesting, and at times offering payment, for his assistance in selecting land
(SAR 1980). Also, several quarters were listed in the Township Register as
claimed and there was some regularity in the distribution of homesteads and
pre-emptions suggesting the possibility of planning: four homesteads were
frequently all located on the same section, while all pre-emptions were on the
adjacent and alternating sections.
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Others have shown the influence of chain migration in the development of
various ethnic communities, for example, Lehr (1985), Ostergren (1998) and
Richtik (1985, 1986).
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